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Vietnam overview

Overseas investors in Vietnam remain committed to the country and it is not difficult
to see why. With the third largest population in South East Asia, after Indonesia and
the Philippines, and more than half of the population below the age of 30, Vietnam
is a youthful and vibrant country with a developing culture of entrepreneurship,
technological awareness and openness to new ideas. With literacy rates of over
90%, the workforce is vast and well-educated. Employment costs are lower than
in neighbouring countries and living standards are rising. Vietnam has made a
remarkable recovery over the last few decades.
Vietnam became a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2007,
which helped to secure domestic reforms and was requisite in the country’s
progress towards becoming a market-orientated economy.

Vietnam is listed as one of UK Trade and Investment’s 20 high growth markets
and the country offers a range of incentives to exporting UK companies. A member
of Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and its free trade area,
Vietnam is liberalising its economy and is predicted to become one of the top
10 fastest-growing economies within the next ten years.
The UK is the third largest EU investor in Vietnam – the largest investor in the
education sector.

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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The Art of Export
Choosing a great export training
partner can really help your
company take off in the export
trade!
We can help develop new
ideas and find ways to
drive down costs and
produce sustainable
improvements in
your export
business.

Our main aim is to help you
achieve your export and
international trade goals.
If you do well, we do well.

Join us today
Call: +44(0)1733 404 400
email:

institute@export.org.uk

www.export.org.uk

Welcome from Lesley Batchelor OBE, FIEx (Grad) Director General, The Institute of Export

Preparing for any new market needs consideration when thinking about a country
like Vietnam there are many issues both cultural and business linked that you need
to think through.
This guide offers you the opportunity to think through your market issues and learn
how to enter the market successfully and with as little pain as possible.

The Institute of Export’s mission is to enhance the export performance of the United
Kingdom by setting and maintaining professional standards in international trade
management and export practice. This is principally achieved by the provision of
education, training and practical support, a helpline and one-to-one assistance with
paperwork.
Dedicated to professionalism and recognising the challenging and often complex
trading conditions in international markets, the Institute is committed to the belief
that real competitive advantage lies in competence and that commercial power,
especially negotiating power, is underpinned by a sound basis of knowledge.

Why not contact us and find out how you can join?
Lesley Batchelor OBE, FIEx (Grad) Director General - Institute of Export
www.export.org.uk

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Foreword from the British Ambassador to Vietnam, Giles Lever

Vietnam is a country on the rise. 90 million people, half of them under the age of 30.
GDP per capita growth of 350% between 1991-2010 – the second highest rate in
the world during that period. The fastest growing middle class in South East Asia,
and a strategic commitment to greater integration in the global economy and to free
trade: Vietnam has already been hugely successful in attracting foreign investment,
and this year, reached agreement in principle on an ambitious and comprehensive
Free Trade Agreement with the EU, only the second country in South East Asia
after Singapore to do so. It is emerging economies like Vietnam which are causing
the global centre of economic gravity to shift southwards and eastwards every year.

The UK’s relationship with Vietnam is developing rapidly too, on the basis of the
Strategic Partnership which the two governments agreed in 2010. Last year, David
Cameron became the first ever British Prime Minister to visit. The fact that South
East Asia was his first overseas destination outside of Europe after the General
Election in May, shows the priority which the British Government attaches to
strengthening our ties with this dynamic region. British companies have achieved
some significant commercial successes in Vietnam, but it is clear that there is much
more UK plc can do to take advantage of the opportunities on offer. That is why
I warmly welcome the Institute of Export’s initiative in producing this Guide.
Vietnam is still a developing country, and doing business here is not always straightforward, but I and my team at the Embassy in Hanoi and our Consulate General in
Ho Chi Minh City, together with our partners in the British Business Group Vietnam,
are absolutely committed to the central challenge of growing our trade and
investment relationship with Vietnam: identifying strategic opportunities, working
with our Vietnamese partners to support further improvements in the business
environment, and above all, providing the best possible support and service to
British firms coming into the market.
I look forward to seeing many more of you out here in future!
Giles Lever
British Ambassador to Vietnam
www.gov.uk/government/people/giles-lever
www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Introduction from the UKTI Director of Trade Vietnam

Since joining the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 2007 Vietnam’s economy
has grown annually by 7% and is predicted to remain above 6% through to 2017.
It has a young and dynamic population of over 90 million with a median age of 29.
OECD indicators predict the middle class will reach 44 million by 2020, with annual
consumption reaching US$ 310 billion. According to HM Revenue & Customs
(HMRC), UK exports of goods to Vietnam grew by 12% in 2014, and current
growth in 2015 stands at 15% after the third quarter (y-o-y).

Internet penetration is amongst the largest in South East Asia with over 32 million
people having broadband; more than a third of whom are between 15 and 24 living
in Vietnam’s two major cities (Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City – HCMC) with a combined
population of over 13 million. E-commerce is growing fast as Vietnam’s new
consumers increasingly default to on-line resources. Across all business sectors the
country is taking steps to meet the needs of its young and increasingly affluent and
sophisticated population.
In infrastructure, Hanoi and HCMC are constructing new metro rail networks
comprising multiple lines with a combined cost estimated at over USD $20 billion.
In HCMC a new international hub airport has been approved at an estimated cost
of USD $16 billion. The first phase is due for completion in 2025. Under 10 year
development plans education and healthcare improvements are amongst the
government’s priorities. To attract foreign investment a host of reforms have been
introduced, including a new PPP legal framework, developed with funding from
DFID and the liberalisation of the retail sector, which grew by over 6% in 2014 and
is predicted to grow by over 11% per year. By 2018 around 300 new supermarkets
are expected to open across Vietnam. Anticipating this surge, UKTI Vietnam hosted
two GREAT campaigns this year promoting UK retail and food and drink brands.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

UK companies are already exploiting the market’s potential with the pace of those
entering increasing. From major auto brands, such as Rolls Royce, Bentley, Jaguar
Land Rover and Mini to retailers like Marks and Spencer and Zalora, selling several
UK brands on-line, to financial services (HSBC, Standard Chartered and Prudential)
and fast moving consumer goods, the time has never been better to explore this
rapidly developing market.
We hosted in July 2015 the first visit to Vietnam by a serving British Prime Minister,
David Cameron. The Prime Minister was accompanied by senior ministers of his
administration, and a large business delegation. The visit resulted in the signing of
over half a billion pounds worth of business deals.

UKTI Vietnam working in partnership with the British Business Group Vietnam
(BBGV) are supporting UK companies in expanding the British business footprint
across Vietnam. In Ho Chi Minh City both teams are co-located at the British
Consulate whilst in Hanoi the UKTI team is based at the British Embassy with BBGV
co-located with the British University of Vietnam, a BBGV member organisation.

I very much welcome this initiative by the Institute of Export and hope that this
publication helps to enhance our pipeline of UK companies entering the Vietnam
market.
Ian Gibbons
UKTI Director of Trade Vietnam
www.gov.uk/government/world/organisations/uk-trade-investment-vietnam

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Foreword from Louis Taylor, Chief Executive of UK
Export Finance

With its ambitions to become a regional manufacturing powerhouse, Vietnam is an
emerging market for UK exporters. Its economic potential has been growing since its
"doi moi" (renovation) policy which began in the 1980s led to modernising reforms
that continue to this day.

As with all emerging markets, there are risks and uncertainties alongside the
opportunities. This is where UK Export Finance (UKEF) can help. As the UK’s
export credit agency, and a government department, we help UK businesses realise
their ambitions for international expansion, working to help them access the export
finance products they need to grow. UKEF provides insurance to exporters and
guarantees to banks to share the risks of providing export finance. In addition, we
can make loans to overseas buyers of goods and services from the UK. Overall,
our products can help tackle three of the most common barriers to exporting: strains
on cashflow; risk of non-payment; and availability of finance for overseas buyers.
In the last three years, UKEF has provided over £400 million of support for UK
exports to Vietnam. This includes guarantees on bank loans used to purchase
capital goods, including Airbus aircraft for Vietnam Airlines, and a range of supplies
from UK firms to the Nghi Son oil refinery project. UKEF can also support smaller
exports. For example, it recently supported a firm that supplies diving equipment
when the firm won an order from Vietnam for a decompression chamber. UKEF
shared the risk on the firm’s working capital facility with the bank, enabling the firm
to access the finance it needed to manage its cash flow when fulfilling the order.
This is just one example of how we can help a business grow by backing its trade
ambitions. We look forward to many more examples of firms exporting to Vietnam
with our support in the years ahead.

Louis Taylor
Chief Executive of UK Export Finance
www.gov.uk/uk-export-finance
www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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VOICE OF BRITISH BUSINESS IN VIETNAM

Foreword from Ken Atkinson, Executive Chairman of
Grant Thornton Vietnam and Chairman of British Business
Group Vietnam
Asia-Pacific is a region of huge diversity, not only culturally and geographically,
but economically too. Each country has their own unique culture and different
business etiquette.

Doing Business in Vietnam is not without its challenges, however the market
has been open to foreign trade and investment for some 25 plus years and
there has been a lot of experience gained by business leaders and professional
service providers, in country.
Working with the British Business Group Vietnam (an accredited UK Chamber
of Commerce) can give you valuable insights which will assist in making any
venture be it trade or investment more profitable.

Ken Atkinson
Executive Chairman of Grant Thornton Vietnam and Chairman
of British Business Group Vietnam
www.bbgv.org

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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> YOU NEED YOUR SALES,
TECHNICAL AND WEBSITE CONTENT
TO BE TRANSLATED BY EXPERTS!

> We’re recognised as a UK leader for translating high profile,
client-facing documents

> All our translators are rigorously selected so your text will be
translated by the best people in the business

> We ensure you get premium quality translations every time,
on time and within budget

No matter how urgent your assignment we can translate it.

T: 0115 9705633 | E: office@astls.co.uk | www.astlanguage.com

About UK Trade & Investment (UKTI)
UKTI is the British Government department that helps UK-based companies
succeed in an increasingly global economy. UKTI also helps overseas companies
bring their high quality investment to the UK’s economy. UKTI’s range of expert
services are tailored to the needs of Individual businesses to maximise their
international success. UKTI provides companies with knowledge, advice and
practical support.

Through a range of unique services, including participation at selected tradeshows,
outward trade missions and providing bespoke market intelligence, UKTI can help
you crack foreign markets and get to grips quickly with overseas regulations and
business practice.
With headquarters in London, UKTI have professional advisers around the UK
and staff across more than 100 countries.
Contact UKTI

Contact your local International Trade Team or Scottish Development International
(SDI), Welsh Government (WG) or Invest Northern Ireland (INI) offices to find out
more about the range of services available to you.
You can find your nearest International Trade Team at:

www.gov.uk/ukti

General UKTI enquiry number: +44 (0) 207 215 5000
UK Trade & Investment
1 Victoria Street
London,
SW1H 0ET
United Kingdom
Email: enquiries@ukti.gsi.gov.uk

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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VIETNAM

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
Powered by

Visit the Website and
download the free
Mobile App

Website and Mobile App features include:
•

Latest business news

•

Interactive ‘Supporting Organisations’ and ‘Market Experts’ profiles

•

•

•

•

Up-to-date travel advice

Essential contact details

Listings with links to up-and-coming trade shows

Links to UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) international trade support

services

VIETNAM

Doing Business in Vietnam

ABOUT THIS GUIDE
This guide aims to provide a route map of the way ahead, together with signposts to other
sources of help.

The main objective of this Doing Business in Vietnam Guide is to provide you with basic
knowledge about Vietnam; an overview of its economy, business culture, potential opportunities
and to identify the main issues associated with initial research, market entry, risk management
and cultural and language issues.
We do not pretend to provide all the answers in the guide, but novice exporters in particular
will find it a useful starting point. Further assistance is available from the UK Trade & Investment
team in Vietnam. Full contact details are available in this guide.
To help your business succeed in Vietnam we have carefully selected a variety of essential
service providers as ‘Market Experts’.

The guide is available in 4 formats:
•

•

•

•

Website (www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk)

a ‘free’ downloadable 'mobile device-friendly’ app

PDF download (please see the website for more details) and
this full colour hard-copy brochure

Doing Business in Vietnam Guide Team;
Project Director:

Craig Smith

Sponsorship Manager:

James Clowes

Managing Editor:

Creative Manager:

Creative Consultants:

Olivia Taylor
Paul King

Twistedgifted www.twistedgifted.co.uk

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk

Printed using materials
from sustainable sources

‘Doing Business in Vietnam Guide’ published in the UK by International Market Advisor Ltd.
© 2016 International Market Advisor Ltd (unless otherwise stated). All rights reserved.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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VIETNAM

With the third largest population in South East Asia, after
Indonesia and the Philippines, and more than half of the
population below the age of 30, Vietnam is a youthful and
vibrant country with a developing culture of entrepreneurship,
technological awareness and openness to new ideas.

WHY VIETNAM?
www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Doing Business in Vietnam

Why Vietnam?
Background

Overseas investors in Vietnam remain
committed to the country and it is not
difficult to see why. With the third largest
population in South East Asia, after
Indonesia and the Philippines, and more
than half of the population below the age
of 30, Vietnam is a youthful and vibrant
country with a developing culture of
entrepreneurship, technological awareness
and openness to new ideas. With literacy
rates of over 90%, the workforce is vast
and well-educated. Employment costs are
lower than in neighbouring countries and
living standards are rising. Vietnam has
made a remarkable recovery over the last
few decades.

Following the destruction of war, the loss
of Soviet financial support and coping with
the constraints of a centrally-planned
economy, Vietnam has made a remarkable
recovery over the last few decades, and
has emerged as an economically durable,
politically stable, rapidly expanding market.

Vietnam became a member of the World
Trade Organization (WTO) in 2007, which
helped to secure domestic reforms and
was requisite in the country’s progress
towards becoming a market-orientated
economy.

Vietnam – Quick Facts

Full name:

Socialist Republic of Vietnam

Capital:

Hanoi

Located in:
Area:

Land borders:
Language:

Population:

Average age:

Urban population:
Literacy:

Government type:
GDP (per capita):

South-East Asia
329,560 km²

China, Laos, Cambodia
Vietnamese

92 million (2015 est.)
30 years
33.1%
94.5%

Communist State

USD $2,052 (2014 est.)
Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

GDP growth:

6.5% (2015 est.)

Unemployment:

2.4% (2014 est.)

Labour force:

Monetary unit:
Export value:

Export commodities:
Import value:

Import commodities:

54.7 million (2015 est.)
(VND) Dong

USD $120.22 billion (Jan - Sep 2015)

clothes, shoes, electronics, seafood, crude oil, rice, coffee, wooden
products, machinery

USD $124.25 billion (Jan - Sep 2015)

machinery and equipment, petroleum products, steel products,
raw materials for the clothing and shoe industries, electronics,
plastics, automobiles

(Source – UKTI / CIA World Factbook: www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-facbook/geos/vm.html)

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Economic overview

Total trade already amounts to 170% of
GDP. Vietnam joined the WTO in 2007 and
has free trade agreements (FTAs) under
negotiation, as well as existing agreements
with nearly 20 countries. Negotiations on
the EU-Vietnam FTA were concluded
on the 2nd December 2015, which is
expected to come into force over the
next couple of years.

With a youthful population of around
92 million, there are many strengths
of the Vietnamese economy, including
continuous economic reforms and boasting
one of the highest internet penetration
levels in South East Asia, with 48.3% of
the population (Jun 2015) having access
to broadband.

Economic growth averaged 6.5% in 2015,
after Vietnam started its transition from a
centrally planned to a market economy in
1986. GDP per capita has increased by
350% since 1991 (2nd only to China)
and Vietnam now has the fastest-growing
middle-class in South East Asia. Although
slowing in recent years, growth has now
ticked up again, led by the foreign-invested
manufacturing sector.

The country has long been an attractive
foreign direct investment (FDI) destination,
particularly for Japan, South Korea, Taiwan
and Singapore. FDI inflows average 8%
of GDP annually, the highest among
major emerging markets in ASEAN and
proportionately larger than China. More than
half of total FDI stock is in manufacturing.
Electronics and mobile phones, in
particular, have since 2010 attracted large
investments; around 70% of Samsung’s
smart-phones are now made in Vietnam.
Most manufacturing outputs are for
overseas markets.

Doing Business in Vietnam

Total trade already amounts to 170% of
GDP. Vietnam joined the WTO in 2007 and
has free trade agreements (FTAs) under
negotiation, as well as existing agreements
with nearly 20 countries. Negotiations on
the EU-Vietnam FTA have provisionally
concluded in August 2015. It is a member
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).

The country is also investing in improved
infrastructure, much of which is being
financed by Japan but they are also
exploring public-private partnerships.
Vietnam is ranked 78th (out of 189) in the
World Bank’s (WB) “Doing Business 2015”
report” ahead of some of its regional
neighbours, such as the Philippines (95),
Indonesia (114) and Cambodia (135).
Read the World Bank’s more in-depth
publication on the issues of Doing
Business in Vietnam.

In the Global Competitiveness Report
2014-15 published by the World Economic
Forum, Vietnam is ranked 68 (out of 144).
Both reports highlight red tape and
corruption as continuing challenges
for foreign companies seeking to do
business in Vietnam.
The UK Prime Minister David Cameron’s
official visit to Vietnam in July 2015 was
a significant step towards developing a
stronger bilateral relationship, building up
on the UK-Vietnam Strategic Partnership
agreement signed in September 2010.
Vietnam is a signatory to the Convention
on the Recognition and Enforcement of
Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958, otherwise
known as the New York Convention,
and its provisions are incorporated
into Vietnamese law. However, unofficial
statistics suggest that international
arbitration awards are recognised in
only approximately 50% of cases
within the country.

Separately, we have received reports of
sellers not receiving payments under letters
of credit issued in respect of exports to
Vietnam. Vietnamese courts have a wide
degree of discretion in their enforcement
and injunctions have been issued to stop
payments under these letters when there
is a dispute between the buyer and seller.
(Source – www.gov.uk/government/
publications/overseas-business-risk-vietnam)

Political overview

Vietnam is a one party state ruled by the
Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV). The
CPV, with a membership of around 4.4
million members, sets the political direction
for Vietnam. Ultimate political power resides
in the Politburo; the 16 most senior
members of the CPV who are responsible
for deciding the strategic direction of the
country. This includes stability, retaining
the political status quo, domestic economic
development and international integration.
The National Assembly, Vietnam’s
parliament, is the legislative body and
in recent years has shown a growing
willingness to provide an effective
oversight function.

CPV members are present in all key
political institutions, including in the
National Assembly, the court, government
ministries and other agencies, state-owned
enterprises, and mass organisations with
official status. All senior positions require
CPV membership. Vietnam’s focus on
continuity and the slow pace of change
means that Vietnam is one of the more
politically stable countries in South East
Asia.

Every five years, the CPV organises the
National Congress to review progress
made during the past 5 years, agree on
a collective strategy for the next 5 years,
and select a new set of Party leaders.

As a one-party regime, Vietnam does not
welcome dissent. There are restrictions
on freedom of speech which can affect
internet usage, particularly the use of
social media and personal blogs, access to
which can be blocked without notice. This
has been increasingly contested with the
rise of a middle class with more aspiration
for inclusive development and a better life
quality as well as the popularity of the
Internet and social media networks.

Internal conflict is rare although 18 months
ago, there were a small number of
high-profile protests including a series
of anti-China demonstrations followed
by unrest in several industrial zones after
the placement of Chinese oil rig in the
South China Sea. There were also
demonstrations against proposed changes
to Vietnam’s Social Insurance Law.

Since the beginning of Vietnam’s Doi Moi
process, Vietnam has consistently adopted
an open foreign policy focussing on
international economic and political
integration. Vietnam has maintained its
close relationship with Russia and China
but has also sought to forge stronger relations with a more diverse range of foreign
partners including with the UK, US,
France, EU and regional partners such as
Japan, Korea, India and the ASEAN group.

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Doing Business in Vietnam

Growth potential

As one of the most dynamic economies
in Asia, Vietnam has a vast market for
capital goods as well as an expanding
domestic market for consumer goods.
New urban rail networks, an international
hub airport and the expansion of regional
airports are all part of the country’s
enterprising programme of major
infrastructure developments.

Gross domestic product (GDP) is recorded
at USD $186 billion after an increase
of 5.98% in 2014. Per capita purchasing
power is around USD $2,052. Annual
growth is estimated to be approximately
6.6% from 2015 to 2017.

The liberalisation of the retail sector has
attracted foreign investment. Trade in
Vietnam’s retail sector grew at a rate of
10.6% in 2014, which is +6.3% in real
terms.
(Source – UKTI)

Trade between the UK and Vietnam

Many well-established UK brands are
already trading in the Vietnamese market,
such as HSBC, Karen Millen, Standard
Chartered, Clarks, Dr Marten’s, Warehouse,
Topshop and Oasis. There are increasing
numbers of UK companies following in
their footsteps, with Mini, Rolls Royce and
Mark and Spencer establishing a presence
in 2014.

(ASEAN) and its free trade area, Vietnam
is liberalising its economy and is predicted
to become one of the top 10 fastest-growing
economies within the next ten years.
In 2014, UK exports increased by 12%
from the previous year, totalling £269
million.
Top 10 UK goods exports:

•

medicinal and pharmaceutical products

•

chemical materials

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

machinery and mechanical appliances
professional and scientific equipment
iron and steel

electrical machinery and equipment
animal feeds

fish and crustaceans

dyes, pigments, paint, vehicles, and
parts and accessories (not rail)

(Source – UKTI)

Vietnam is listed as one of UK Trade and
Investment’s 20 high growth markets and
the country offers a range of incentives
to exporting UK companies. A member of
Association of Southeast Asian Nations

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Trade and investment connections are
an important component of the 2010 UKVietnam Strategic Partnership Declaration.

This foreign policy agreement was designed
to spearhead cooperation between the UK
and Vietnam in the seven following key
areas:
•

political, global and regional issues

•

sustainable socio-economic
development

•

•
•
•
•

trade and investment

education and training

Vietnam is a member of the World Trade
Organization and ASEAN, and has signed
regional free trade agreements with Japan,
China, India, South Korea, Australia and
New Zealand. Vietnam also has bilateral
free trade agreements with Japan, South
Korea, Chile and the Eurasian Economic
Union.

On the 2nd December 2015, the EU and
Vietnam announced the conclusion of the
negotiations for an EU-Vietnam Free Trade
Agreement (FTA). It is expected to come
into force in a couple of years.
(Source – www.ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/
countries-and-regions/countries/vietnam)

science and technology
security and defence

people to people links

Both the UK and Vietnam recognise the
importance of commitment to free trade
and open markets, in ensuring continued
global development and intensifying the
relationship between both countries for
mutual benefit. For more information visit:
www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-vietnamstrategic-partnership-declaration
(Source – www.gov.uk/government/news/ukvietnam-strategic-partnership-declaration)

The UK is the third largest EU investor
in Vietnam – the largest investor in the
education sector. Foreign direct investment
(FDI) from the UK in Vietnam currently
equates to USD $2.7 billion, and is
expected to meet the target of USD
$3 billion, which was set under the UKVietnam Strategic Partnership Declaration.
(Source – UKTI)

Free trade agreements (FTAs)

The ASEAN Economic Community (AEC)
was officially launched on 31st December
2015. Overall, the AEC will benefit UK
companies operating in the region. The
AEC agenda helps promote reform and
raise economic growth in the region.
Improved trade facilitation, regulatory
reform and financial development will
benefit all domestic and foreign firms.
British firms producing and shipping within
the region can benefit from intra-ASEAN
tariff reduction.
(Source – www.gov.uk/government/publications/exporting-to-vietnam/exporting-to-vietnam)

A Trans Pacific Partnership agreement
(12 nations including the USA) was signed
in October 2015. This agreement has yet
to be ratified by all the nations.

If your company is in a contract with a
Vietnamese buyer, products and services
provided by your overseas subordinate in
these countries will benefit from favourable
import duties.

(Source – UKTI)

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Visiting Vietnam is an invaluable part of the
process of market entry. You will experience
the marketplace first-hand, and make the
contacts necessary to do business.
VIETNAM

RESEARCHING THE MARKET
www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Doing Business in Vietnam

Researching the market
Contact a UKTI Vietnam export adviser
for a free consultation if you’re interested
in exporting to Vietnam.

UK Trade and Investment (UKTI) publish
over 1,000 business opportunities per
month across all sectors and over 100
markets. Sign up to receive regular
business opportunities alerts.

Doing business with Vietnam can seem
somewhat daunting for those new to the
market, but taking a strategic approach is
the key. It is advisable for companies to
orchestrate reliable research before taking
the plunge and venturing into any new
market. Good research is vital, and will
save you money and improve the
efficiency of your venture.
Questions to ask yourself before you
begin:
•

•
•
•
•

What are your business’s unique
selling points?

Is there likely to be a market in
Vietnam for your product or service?
Are there any legal barriers to your
business model?

Whereabouts in Vietnam should you
start?
Do you have sufficient resources
(management time, project finance
and expenses) to fund your Vietnam
project?

•
•
•

•

Who will lead the project within your
company?

Do you need to work with a partner in
Vietnam to succeed? If so, can you
effectively communicate with them?

Have you evaluated business risks
(such as protecting your IP) and
conducted research and due
diligence?

Do you know how to secure payments
and get the right quality products?

It is unlikely that you will have the answers
to all of these questions immediately, but
the gaps should form the basis of further
research and investigation.
Desk research

General introductory business information
about Vietnam is readily available and
companies can obtain a reasonable
amount of preliminary insights through
desk research. Economic research and
sector analysis can be obtained from a
large number of leading consultancies,
research agencies and public sector trade
promotion organisations. Furthermore, the
increasing use of e-commerce and B2B
websites in Vietnam has made it possible
to identify, and gain access to, potential
partners across the globe. A good place to
start is the UKTI website: www.gov.uk/ukti,
which provides detailed country and sector
information. Registration is free and offers
additional benefits, such as access to
business opportunity alerts and information
updates.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

You should not rely solely on desk research.
Websites and online materials can be out
of date and the quality and reliability of
content varies widely. Sometimes, you
may simply be unable to find the information
you are looking for. This is why it is essential
to verify initial research findings and conduct
further investigations. Often, you will need
to map out a bespoke research brief with
the help of specialists, exploring what
additional information you might need to
make an effective entry into the market
and how you can make the contacts vital
to success. UKTI offers a range of support
services to UK businesses interested in
researching the Vietnam market.
Overseas Market Introduction Service

The Overseas Market Introduction Service
(OMIS) is a UKTI service available to
companies interested in finding out more
about an overseas market. It can assist
you by undertaking tailored research using
UKTI’s extensive network of dedicated
researchers across Vietnam. An OMIS
can provide:
•

•

•

Market research and analysis

- Sector reports
- Market initiatives
- Regulatory environment
- Market opportunities

Identification of local contacts

- Agents
- Distributors
- Suppliers
- Potential partners

In-market activities
- Meeting arrangements

- Event organisation, such as
workshops, seminars, promotional
activities and product launches.

For more information about how OMIS
could help you in Vietnam, please contact
your International Trade Adviser.

Events and seminars

UKTI organises business events, seminars
and workshops in the UK and Vietnam,
covering a wide range of business
interests and issues. Not only do these
events inform companies about business
opportunities and offer the latest market
information, they also provide a valuable
platform for networking and sharing
experiences with like-minded peers,
not to mention regular access to visiting
Vietnamese delegations. Sign up to
forthcoming events by visiting:
www.gov.uk/ukti
Market visits and trade missions

Visiting Vietnam is an invaluable part of the
process of market entry. You will experience
the marketplace first-hand, and make the
contacts necessary to do business. This is
essential, but it will be much more effective
with careful planning. UKTI organises
regular trade missions to Vietnam where
you can benefit from group activities, in
addition to your own programme. UKTI’s
OMIS service can be used to support visits,
providing bespoke meeting arrangements
with appropriate potential partners, agents
and distributors, or with relevant government
officials.
(Source – UKTI)
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eRegulations Vietnam
YOUR STEP-BY-STEP
GUIDE TO
FOREIGN INVESTMENT
PROCEDURES

The Government of Vietnam is launching a new tool for foreign
investors: the eRegulations Vietnam portal. This online database
brings total transparency to investment procedures.

WHAT IS EREGULATIONS VIETNAM?
Vietnam.eregulations.org is an online step-by-step guide showing
procedures for setting up a business in Vietnam. For each step, it
provides up-to-date and comprehensive information on: where to go;
who to see; which documents to submit; which documents you should
receive; how much to pay; the duration of the step; who to contact with
complaints or feedback and the legal justification of the step.

WHAT CAN I FIND ON
VIETNAM.EREGULATIONS.ORG?
eRegulations Vietnam reflects procedures as they are actually applied in
practice. Information has been collected through repeated field visits to
all the administrations involved.
The vietnam.eregulations.org portal gives access to step-by-step guides
in 7 provinces for the following procedures:
Company creation with office or land lease, Construction permits,
Business cooperation contracts, Amendment of investment
certificates, Company re-registration and Company conversion.

vietnam.eregulations.org

eRegulations Vietnam
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Procedures are presented step-by-step, from the user’s point
of view. Every necessary interaction with a civil servant is
considered a step.
For each procedure, the system presents a list of required
steps and a summary showing the entities involved,
expected results, requirements, minimum and maximum
processing time and all legal bases.
For each step, you can see the following:
• Entity/office/officer in charge
• Result of the step
• Requirements (forms and documents)
• Cost
• Duration (minimum and maximum)
• Legal justification
• Authority certifying that the step is correctly described
• Entity/office/officer in charge of attending complaints

HOW CAN I INQUIRE OR COMPL AIN ABOUT
A PROCEDURE OR A SPECIFIC STEP?
The contact details of the officers in charge of each step are
published on the websites. Feel free to contact them through
phone or email for any inquiry.
For complaints, you can visit or contact by phone or email the
“recourse” official whose details are published at the end of
each step file. You can also file complaints through the
system, by clicking on the “Report incorrect information”
button.
Please send us your suggestions to make procedures easier by clicking on “Suggest a simplification”.

A FIRST IN ASIA
27 countries worldwide are using the eRegulations system to present
information on business-related procedures. Vietnam is the first country in
Asia to adopt eRegulations. Thanks to this effort, it is now among the best
ranked in the Global Enterprise Registration portal (www.ger.co), which
lists official business registration websites worldwide and rates each
website’s user-friendliness.

eRegulations Vietnam is financed by the government of the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg, with technical assistance from the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).

VIETNAM

Between the 1st July 2015 and the 30th June 2016, all British
passport holders are entitled to enter Vietnam for a maximum
of 15 days without a visa, when travelling for business or
tourism.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Entry requirements
Visas

Between the 1st July 2015 and the 30th
June 2016, all British passport holders are
entitled to enter Vietnam for a maximum of
15 days without a visa, when travelling for
business or tourism. Prior to travel, if you
are travelling for business purposes you
should contact the appropriate government
department in Vietnam, in case you require
any licenses to carry out your duties.
For visits of a longer duration than 15 days
and if you wish to re-enter Vietnam within
30 days of your initial departure, you will
need a visa. Ensure that you apply for
the correct visa for the purpose and
destination of your trip.

The most practicable option to obtain
a visa is to contact the Vietnamese
Embassy: www.vietnamembassy.org.uk.
Should your schedule involve leaving and
re-entering Vietnam from another country,
you will need to get a multiple visit visa.
(Source – www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/
vietnam/entry-requirements)

You can apply for a visa at the Vietnam
Embassy in London:
Vietnam Embassy
12-14 Victoria Road
London W8 5RD

Tel: +44 (0)20 7937 1912
Fax: +44 (0)20 7937 6108/
+44 (0)20 7565 3853

Email: consular@vietnamembassy.org.uk
(Source – UKTI)

It is possible to arrange visas from genuine
companies upon arrival in Vietnam, but if
you wish to take this route this should be
organised prior to your arrival in Vietnam.
Be aware that there are also a number of
fraudulent companies which claim to offer
this service. The Embassy and Consulate
General cannot confirm whether a company
has a legitimate arrangement in place.
British nationals who are spouses or
children of Vietnamese nationals may
apply for a visa exemption certificate from
the 15th November 2015. Valid for 5 years,
the certificate allows multiple entries into
Vietnam for 6 month periods. Certificates
can be applied for at the Vietnamese
Embassy or at the Immigration Department
in Vietnam.
It is a serious offence to overstay your
Vietnamese visa without authority. You
may be detained and delayed from travel
until a fine has been paid. It is essential
to check the visa conditions and validity
carefully. For further information about visa
requirements, check with the Vietnamese
Embassy in London:
www.vietnamembassy.org.uk
(Source – www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/
vietnam/entry-requirements)

Passport validity

Your passport should be valid for a minimum
of 6 months at the date of entry to be eligible
for the 15 day visa exemption. If you wish
to stay for a period of longer than 15 days
and your passport will expire less than 1
month from the date of expiration of your
Vietnamese visa, you may be
refused entry into Vietnam.
(Source – www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/
vietnam/entry-requirements)

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Getting here and advice
about your stay
By air

Vietnam Airlines is the national stateowned airline: www.vietnamairlines.com.vn.
The majority of inbound and outbound
flights are joint operations between
Vietnam airlines and foreign airlines.

There are domestic flights operating
between Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City,
a distance of 1,650 km, which takes
approximately 1 hour and 40 minutes.
Getting from the airport

It is advisable to use metered taxis
outside airports and around town. Noi Bai
International Airport (HAN) is 32 km from
Hanoi. Licensed buses and taxis are
available.
Tan Son Nhat Airport (SGN) is 7 km from
Ho Chi Minh City. Licensed buses and
taxis are available.
Da Nang International Airport (DAD) is
located in Da Nang, the largest city in
central Vietnam. Licensed buses and
taxis are available.

Registration

When checking into a hotel, you will have
to surrender your passport so that the
hotel can register your presence with the
local police. Make sure that your passport
is returned and kept in a safe place. You
should not use your passport as a deposit
for renting a hotel room. If you are staying
in private accommodation, you will still be
expected to register. It is advisable to ask
your host to help you with your registration
as soon as you arrive. If you do not
register you may be fined.

(Source – www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/
vietnam/entry-requirements)

Time zone

Vietnam is seven hours ahead of Greenwich
Mean Time.
Travel advice

Before travelling to Vietnam, check the
Foreign & Commonwealth Office (FCO)
for the latest country information and
up-to-date travel advice: www.gov.uk/
foreign-travel-advice/vietnam
(Source – UKTI)
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Vietnam is South East Asia’s third-largest oil
producer. Opportunities for UK companies include
supply of equipment and services.
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Sector specific opportunities
in Vietnam
Energy sector
Power

Between 2000 and 2012, power
consumption in Vietnam increased more
than 5 fold. It is forecast that between
now and 2030; estimated growth will be
between 12-15%. It is predicted that 2025% of Vietnam’s power will be supplied
by nuclear power plants by 2050.

Vietnam’s power development plan includes:
•
•
•
•

about USD $130 billion investment in
the next 20 years

65.5% of investment to develop power
generation
building nuclear power plants on 7
sites

building 183 new power plants by
2025, including 90 which will be coal
based plants

There are opportunities for UK companies
in all project phases including consultancy
and equipment.

Oil and gas

Vietnam is South East Asia’s third-largest
oil producer. Opportunities for UK companies
include supply of equipment and services
for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

seismic surveying for oil and gas
exploration

engineering, construction and production
facilities

drilling and production technologies,
including drilling rigs (70-200 metres)
oil spill management
refineries

health, safety and environmental
waste management
consultancy

training and education

Contact: UKTIVietnam@fco.gov.uk for
more information on opportunities in
Vietnam’s energy sector.

Opportunities for UK companies in specialist
power areas include:

•

education and training

•

security

•
•
•

regulation and safety management
waste management

operation management
Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Education sector

Opportunity areas in Vietnam include:

There are a number of British education
institutions doing business in Vietnam,
but there are opportunities for more
companies in this sector, due to the size
of the market. The UK is amongst the top
5 favourite destinations for overseas study
with more than 8,000 Vietnamese students,
and the number is rising by 15% every
year.

•

curriculum reform

•

English language training

•

•

Vietnam has:
•
•

a relatively young population

recognition of the importance of
education in the family

need for better vocational training

In March 2015, the Vietnamese Prime
Minister signed decision 404/QĐ-TTg to
approve a USD $37 million curriculum
project. The Ministry of Education and
Training plan to launch the curriculum and
textbooks in the 2018 to 2019 academic
year.

More than USD $10 million has been spent
on equipment for a trial smart school project
in the past two years by the Ministry of
Education and Training, with a further USD
$89 million will be spent in the next three
years.

•
•
•
•

teacher training

vocational and technical education
higher Education collaboration

accreditation and certification services
school equipment;

- supply of technology and equipment
including teaching devices,
E-learning tools, resources
and infrastructure, etc.

- textbook developers/publishers.

- suppliers of content for digital
education re: English, STEM, etc.

Contact: UKTIVietnam@fco.gov.uk for
more information on opportunities in
Vietnam’s education sector.
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Healthcare and pharmaceuticals sector

The healthcare network in Vietnam is a
combined public-private system. More
than 40,000 Vietnamese people travelling
abroad annually to seek treatment in foreign
hospitals at a cost of more than USD
$2 billion. 90% of medical devices are
imported.

Local production of pharmaceutical products
is relatively underdeveloped, mainly
producing common generic drugs. Local
products accounts for only 36% value.
The market depends primarily on imports,
where the EU dominate the market with
around 50% share.
Opportunities:

Infrastructure

•

•
•

Pharmaceuticals

•

•
•

According to the Ministry of Health,
53% of products are imported. Medicinal
& pharmaceutical products were the
UK’s largest export to Vietnam at £33
million, 11% of total exports.

85-90% of raw materials for local
production are sourced from overseas.

Vietnam is committed to further opening
the sector in line WTO commitments.
Other free trade agreements – including
with the EU - are also expected to
bring further liberalisation.

Contact: UKTIVietnam@fco.gov.uk for
more information on Vietnam’s healthcare
and life sciences sector.

100% foreign owned hospitals are
allowed under WTO commitments.

Tax incentives are provided for foreign
investors.
Plans to upgrade and build new
hospitals are underway.

Medical equipment and devices
•

•

Local production is underdeveloped –
high demand for imported products.

There is a common perception that UK
medical equipment is top quality
(though price competition from China,
Korea, and Japan is fierce).

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Doing Business in Vietnam

Transport sector

By 2020, government investment in
transport infrastructure will increase from
USD $7 billion to USD $120 billion.
Infrastructure plans include:

•
•

•

building 2 new international standard
airports

upgrading 7 existing airports

building 6 metro operations in Hanoi
and Ho Chi Minh City

Public-private partnerships

As Vietnam approaches middle-income
status, donor aid will cease and publicprivate partnerships (PPP) will be an
important way for the country to fund vital
infrastructure development. The city of
London has world-leading experience of
PPP and going forward, UK companies
will be important strategic partners.

(Source – UKTI)

UK companies will have the opportunity
to offer:

•

•

•

•

consulting

technology

design / construction

project management

As well as looking to UK companies, working
in partnership with leading contractors
from Japan and South Korea is also an
option.
There is also huge potential for involvement
in the operation of the airline industry for
UK companies.

Contact: UKTIVietnam@fco.gov.uk for
more information on mass transport
opportunities.
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Ho Chi Minh City — formerly known as Saigon, Ho Chi Minh
City (often abbreviated to HCMC) is the largest city in Vietnam,
covering an area of 2,056.5 km².
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Preparing to export to Vietnam

Market entry and start-up considerations

There are many ways in which UK
companies can approach the Vietnamese
market:

•

export directly

•

appoint a distributor

•
•
•
•
•
•

set up an agency

open a representative office
open a branch

enter into a business cooperation
contract

enter into a build-operate-transfer
(BOT) type contract
franchise/licensing

For direct exports, it is recommended that
you employ a local representative as your
importer and/or distributor. Pre-registration
of exporters and producers is required
in certain cases. Developing personal
relationships is vital in Vietnam.
You should seek legal advice before
entering into the Vietnamese market.
Agents and distributors

An agent is a company’s direct
representative in a market and is paid
commission, whereas a distributor buys
products from the manufacturer and sells
them on to customers.

The difference between the cost of
purchasing products and selling them on
(the profit) forms the distributor’s income.
Entering a market by working with an
agent or distributor can have several
advantages; it reduces time and costs,
and companies can benefit from the local
knowledge and networks of the agent.
However, there are some drawbacks. For
example, employing a third party will result
in an additional cost to your products, and
you may lose some control and visibility
over sales and/or marketing. There are
also intellectual property rights protection
implications, increasing the risk of your
product being copied or counterfeited.

Given these considerations, you need to
select agents and distributors carefully.

(Source – UKTI)

Representative office and branches

A representative office is not an independent
legal entity and consequently is prohibited
from doing business in Vietnam. They
are permitted to conduct market research,
serve as a liaison with an overseas parent
company and/or serve other supporting
roles such as ensuring quality control
and facilitating the implementation of the
contracts of the parent company.

A branch office is the subsidiary of a parent
company and does not constitutea separate
legal entity according to Vietnamese law.
In contrast to a representative office, a
branch office is entitled to do business in
Vietnam. Given restrictions in setting them
up, in practice these are not common in
Vietnam.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Direct and indirect investment

Direct sales into the Vietnamese market
can be difficult and for most UK companies
it is more effective to approach the market
through local business partners (agents
and distributors) who have the ability to
distribute goods and provide locally-based
technical support. Licensing and franchising
are also becoming increasingly popular
options. It is possible to set up a
representative office, a branch office,
a joint venture or a wholly foreign-owned
enterprise in Vietnam.

•

Suggested questions to ask agents/
distributors are listed below. You should
also conduct due diligence to verify this
information:

•

•

– quality and quantity of the sales force
– customer feedback and trade/bank
references

– transportation and warehousing
facilities
Are they right for you?

– Does the agent/distributor have a
genuine interest in representing your
product?

– Can they benefit from actively
promoting your interests (is it a
win- win)?

– Do they also represent any competing
companies/products?
– Can you communicate effectively
with your counterpart?

Once a working relationship has been
established, the agent/distributor needs
to be managed actively. This may be
achieved by the following:

•

Background

– company size, history and
ownership (private or state-owned)

– regional coverage

– types of outlets covered and
frequency of visits

UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) can provide
validated lists of agents/potential partners,
key market players and potential customers,
approach contacts on your behalf to
establish if they are interested in working
with you, as well as arranging appointments
and organising events.

Your local UKTI office will advise you on
how to commission a tailored report for
your specific needs and can also provide
a list of the best potential partners. A visit
to Vietnam will enable you to meet some of
these partners and appoint a local contact.

Distribution channels

•

Visiting as regularly as is practicable
at a senior management level. This
shows interest in and commitment to
the agent and the market. It will also
provide you with an opportunity to
learn about conditions in the market
and see how your products are faring.

Working closely with the agent to show
them how they can profit from your
products.
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Helping to prepare marketing and
sales plans for the agent.

Providing regular training for sales
staff and after-sales training for
technical staff in the UK.

Linking performance to incentives and
agreeing milestone targets.

(Source – UKTI)

Setting up a company in Vietnam

Those wishing to directly invest in setting
up a company in Vietnam have two options:
they can establish a 100% foreign owned
company or set up a joint venture. Once
this has been decided the business should
consider which kind of business form is the
most appropriate. There are six possible
business forms in Vietnam: (1) private
enterprise; (2) partnership; (3) one member
limited liability company; (4) limited liability
company with two or more members; (5)
joint stock company; and (6) corporate
group. In certain sectors, investment will
be subject to certain conditions – at the
moment these sectors include, but are not
limited to: banking and finance, real estate
and development of education and training.
Further details concerning investment
procedures in a number of the larger
Vietnamese provinces can be found at:
www.vietnam.eregulations.org.
Joint ventures

A joint venture (JV) is an organisation
jointly owned by one or several Vietnamese
and foreign partners. A JV can be formed
by way of equity contribution, whereby

ownership, risk and profit are shared
based on each party’s monetary contribution.
Alternatively, a JV can be incorporated,
with liabilities and profit distribution being
decided by contractual agreement.

There are a number of ways that joint
ventures can be beneficial. A good local
partner may contribute market knowledge
and strong marketing and distribution
channels, and they may help reduce the
costs and risk of market entry. Establishing
and running a successful JV can be
challenging, but the key is to discover and
nurture the right partnership. Expectations
may be on the contrary, and issues such
as differences in culture and/or business
practices may need to be overcome. It is
also essential to maintain the ability to
communicate effectively, and to take control,
where necessary. It is crucial to carry out
corporate and financial due diligence before
you sign up to any partnership or contract.
It is also advisable for companies to plan
an exit strategy. Like a marriage, it is better
to have a prenuptial agreement than a
messy divorce!

(Source – UKTI)

100% foreign-owned enterprises

Where permitted, these forms of investment
are a popular option for foreign companies,
as they give the investor complete control
over their business entity, as well as allowing
them to enjoy the full profit from its operation.
Generally, these investments also give
greater protection to the investor’s intellectual property rights, compared with a joint
venture. They allow the foreign investor to
issue invoices and receive revenues in VND.
(Source – UKTI)

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Business cooperation contract (BCC)

This is a cooperation agreement between
foreign investors and at least one
Vietnamese partner in order to carry out
specific business activities. An investor
is permitted to sign a BCC in order to
cooperate in production and share profits
or to share products and other forms of
business cooperation. The investors also
have an unlimited liability for the debts of
the BCC.
BOT type contract

An investor is permitted to sign a buildoperate-transfer, build-transfer-operate
and build-transfer contract with a competent
State body in order to implement projects
for new construction, expansion,
modernisation and operation of infrastructure
projects in the sectors of traffic, electricity
production and business, water supply
or drainage, waste treatment and other
sectors as stipulated by the Prime Minister.
(Source – UKTI)

Choosing the right location
Geography

Vietnam shares borders with China, Laos
and Cambodia and could be observational
described as being shaped like an elongated
‘S’. There are three distinct regions; north,
south and central, which constitute Vietnam.
Each region is characteristically divergent:

North: home to the capital, Hanoi. The
north is known for its alpine peaks, the
Red River Delta and enchanting Ha Long
Bay. It has a diversity of ethno-linguistic
minorities.

Central: includes the Central Highlands
and the provinces of Dak Lak, Dak Nong,
Gia Lai, Kon Tum and Lam Dong. Da
Nang is the commercial centre of central
Vietnam. The region has a large population
of ethnic minorities.

South: divided into coastal lowlands, the
mountainous Central highlands (Cao
nguyen Trung phan), and the Mekong
River Delta. The nation’s commercial hub,
Ho Chi Minh City, is located here, as well
as the growing delta city of Can Tho and
the major port of Vung Tau.
(Source – UKTI)

Climate

There are two basic seasons in North
Vietnam – a cold and humid winter from
November to April and a warm, wet summer
for the remainder of the year. Central
Vietnam’s northern provinces share a similar
climate to the north, with temperatures
ranging from 22-30°C. The southern
Vietnamese provinces share the tropical
climate of South Vietnam, which is generally
warm. The hottest months are from March
to May, with temperatures of 38-40°C.
(Source – UKTI)
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Centres of business

Ho Chi Minh City — formerly known as
Saigon, Ho Chi Minh City (often abbreviated
to HCMC) is the largest city in Vietnam,
covering an area of 2,056.5 km². It is situated
in the south of the country, on the banks of
the Saigon River. Ho Chi Minh City is the
most important economic centre of Vietnam
and home to the country’s first stock
exchange. The city’s metropolitan area has
a population of around nine million people.
Business sectors include: mining, seafood
processing, agriculture, construction,
tourism, finance, high-tech, electronic,
processing, agro-products and crude oil.

Da Nang – is a major port city on the south
central coast of Vietnam. Strategically
located on the route of the North-South
Railway, it is an important transportation
hub and the commercial and educational
centre of Central Vietnam. There is a huge
real-estate development along its famous
coastal strip.
(Source – UKTI)

Hanoi — on the right bank of the Red
River to the north of the country, the capital
city Hanoi has an estimated population of
6.5 million (2009) and is the second largest
city in Vietnam. October 2010 marked
1,000 years since the city was established.
Tourism, finance and banking play an
important role in Hanoi’s economy. Its
primary business districts are Hoan Kiem
and surrounding areas and Trung Hoa Nhan
Chinh in the south-west. Hanoi is largely
unspoiled by modern architecture and is
now going through a major industrialisation
and modernisation process. The non state
economic sectors are expanding fast, with
more than 48,000 businesses currently
operating under the Enterprise Law.
Bac Ninh province — the smallest of all
Vietnamese provinces, but with the highest
population density, Bac Ninh is Vietnam’s
new industrial heartland, located in the
Red River delta to the east of Hanoi.
Canon chose the Que Vo Industrial Complex
in Bac Ninh as the location for its new
laser printer plant in 2008, the biggest
such facility in the world.
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UK Export Finance:
clearing your path to trade

Vietnam is a growing destination
for UK exports.

It has a significant oil production
capability and is seeking to rapidly
develop its infrastructure, particularly
in its major cities. This means that there
are areas of opportunity in oil and gas,
transport, aerospace, water, energy
and elecommunications. It also has an
expanding manufacturing sector and
supporting industries, and an increasing
demand from its growing middle class
for products and services in the
healthcare and education sectors.

Exporting always requires careful financial
management, from securing working
capital on competitive terms, to considering
export insurance, or fulfilling requirements
to obtain performance bonds.
Specific financial issues to manage can
include:
·

·

·

having to wait for payment, restricting
cash flow;
being exposed to the risk that the
buyer cannot (or will not) pay for the
exports – for example, if the buyer
goes bankrupt; or

being asked by the buyer to provide
a performance bond in return for an
advance payment – the bond would
need to be provided by the exporter’s
bank which is likely to ask for cash
security, another potential cash flow
restriction.

Help is at hand

UK exporters can talk to their bank
or approach other specialist financial
organisations to try to secure working
capital, and to insurers or brokers to
source insurance against the risk of not
being paid. Where they are unable to
find all the support they need from these
sources, UK Export Finance (UKEF) may
be able to help. We can consider support
for all exporters, large and small, across
a wide range of sectors. As at autumn
2015, UKEF has the capacity to support
up to £500 million of new export business
to Vietnam and the full range of UKEF
facilities can be used. For up to date
information search Google for “UKEF
country cover”.

Possible types of UKEF support include
guarantees to banks providing exporters
with performance bonds, letters of credit
and export working capital facilities.
UKEF can also provide insurance against
non-payment or a bond being unfairly
called. This shorter term risk cover is
available with no pre-determined security
requirements. On the buyer side, UKEF
can offer guarantees to banks providing
loans or finance to overseas buyers of
UK exports and, through its direct lending
facility, can itself provide loans to finance
the purchase of UK exports.
A wide range of support

Types of assistance UKEF is able to offer,
in the right circumstances, include:

Bond support – Under our Bond Support
Scheme we can offer guarantees to banks
issuing performance or other contract
bonds in relation to UK exports to Vietnam.

This often means the bank can issue the
bond and also expand working capital
facilities for exporters, as the extra credit
is guaranteed by UKEF.

Working capital support – UKEF’s Export
Working Capital Schemecan enhance your
bank’s ability to lend you working capital to
support export-related activity. Under the
scheme, we provide partial (typically 80%)
guarantees to lenders to cover the credit
risks associated with export working capital
facilities. The scheme is particularly useful
in circumstances where a UK exporter
wins an overseas contract that is larger
than it typically handles, or manages to
win a number of contracts at the same
time, but may struggle to finance them
all at once.

UKEF recently used this product to support
a UK company exporting diving equipment
to Vietnam.

Both the bond support and export working
capital products are accessed through
participating banks. If your bank representative is unfamiliar with the products, they
can be referred to our ‘Bank toolkit’, which
can be accessed at:
www.gov.uk/uk-export-finance.

Letter of credit guarantees – Letters of
Credit (LCs) are a form of payment
guarantee made by the buyer’s bank to the
exporter, subject to certain conditions such
as delivery on time and to the specified
standards. Exporters will need to consider
carefully in each case whether it is worth
requesting one, as there is a cost attached.
In some circumstances, UKEF can provide
exporters’ banks with its own guarantee of
payment based on LCs from the buyer’s
bank, so again we are a good source of
information and support.
Credit insurance – our Export Insurance
Policy (EXIP) can insure your firm against
the commercial and political risks of not
being paid under an export contract, where
cover is unavailable from the private sector.
There is no maximum or minimum contract
value for consideration, and the policy can
cover up to 95% of contract value.

UKEF can also provide insurance
protection to exporters against the calling
of contract bonds unfairly or due to political
events.

If you think we might be able to help, ask
your insurance broker to work through our
‘Broker toolkit’, which can be accessed at
www.gov.uk/uk-export-finance.

Buyer loans and loan guarantees – UKEF
also works to support the other side of the
export equation, providing or guaranteeing
loans to overseas buyers of UK goods or
services. Buyer credits can be used to
fund projects with some foreign content
as well, as long as they include a minimum
of 20% UK goods or services.

In the aerospace sector for example,
UKEF has recently backed loans worth
£66 million to Vietnam Airlines to support
the purchase of Airbus aircraft.

Export Finance Advisers –
your free resource

UKEF’s regional network of Export Finance
Advisers (EFAs) stand ready to offer free
trade finance information to UK companies
who are exporting or considering exporting
to Vietnam.

The EFAs act as local points of contact
to introduce exporters and prospective
exporters to finance providers, credit
insurers, insurance brokers, trade support
bodies and sources of government support.
They can also help explain UKEF’s own
product range, complementing what is
available in the private market.

For more information and to book a
meeting with an EFA, visit:
www.gov.uk/uk-export-finance
New business enquiries:

Telephone: +44 (0)20 7271 8010
Email: customer.service@ukef.gsi.gov.uk
To find out more visit:
www.gov.uk/making-exports-happen
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Vietnam plans to build a new USD $16 billion airport, Long Thanh
International Airport in Long Thanh county, Dong Nai province,
about 50 km north-east of Ho Chi Minh City. Long Thanh is to be
built in three phases over three decades, to reach a targeted annual
capacity of 100 million passengers and five billion tonnes of goods.
Stage one, running from 2018 to 2025, will cost USD $5.4 billion,
and on completion, will handle 25 million passengers and 1.2 billion
tonnes of goods a year.
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How to do business in Vietnam

What companies should consider when
doing business in Vietnam
Day to day communications

Following initial contact with a Vietnamese
company, it is likely that your day-to-day
phone and email communication will be
in English with one of the company’s
English-speaking members of staff.

If you do not think the standard of English
in the Vietnamese company is up to
scratch, you might wish to ask for parallel
Vietnamese texts and get them translated;
this could form a valuable investment. As
obvious as this may appear, make sure
that before signing any documentation etc.
that you employ an independent translator
to interpret and translate the text into
English. It is not advisable to rely on
the translation provided by your supplier
and do not feel pressured into signing
something that you do not understand.
Fractured communications and mutual
misunderstandings are the most common
reasons for breakdowns in overseas
business relations.
If Vietnam is likely to become a significant
part of your business you may wish to
consider hiring a Vietnamese-speaking
member of staff, and/or consider taking
up the challenge of learning Vietnamese
yourself. However, even if you do achieve
a level of fluency, an interpreter or
Vietnamese-speaking member of staff
is still essential for business meetings.

(Source – UKTI)

Getting your goods to the market

Vietnam’s infrastructure has not kept pace
with the country’s development which
can present some challenges to overseas
investors.

Freight forwarding: Sea and air freight
services to Vietnam can be provided by a
range of companies, including GBS Freight
Services (www.gbsfreight.co.uk) and
Dynamic International (www.dynamicfreight-shipping.co.uk). Freight forwarding
companies like these can provide advice
on the best way to ship goods to Vietnam.

Sea freight: It takes approximately six to
eight weeks to ship goods from the UK to
Vietnam by sea. Vietnam has a total of 114
seaports, 14 of which are relatively large
and identified as important to economic
development. The three largest ports in
the country are Saigon (south), Hai Phong
(north), and Da Nang (central). However,
major seaports in neighbouring countries
have the capacity to handle significantly
larger vessels and provide more storage
capacity than Vietnam’s ports, placing the
country at a disadvantage despite its
cheaper labour costs. A programme of
redevelopment is under way, including
relocating Saigon Port to Cat Lai and Hiep
Phuoc. A deep-sea port is also under
development in Vung Tau, southern Vietnam.
Once completed, these new seaports
should make sea freight to Vietnam
easier and more cost-effective for
overseas companies.
Air freight: Tan Son Nhat International
Airport is Vietnam’s largest international
airport. Serving Ho Chi Minh City and
Dong Nam Bo in southern Vietnam, it
handles 15-17 million passengers a year
and 444,223 tonnes of air freight.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

There are also international airports at Noi
Bai near Hanoi and Da Nang in central
Vietnam.

Vietnam plans to build a new USD $16
billion airport, Long Thanh International
Airport in Long Thanh county, Dong Nai
province, about 50 km north-east of Ho Chi
Minh City. Long Thanh is to be built in
three phases over three decades, to reach
a targeted annual capacity of 100 million
passengers and five billion tonnes of
goods. Stage one, running from 2018
to 2025, will cost USD $5.4 billion, and
on completion, will handle 25 million
passengers and 1.2 billion tonnes of
goods a year.
Courier: There are many companies
providing courier services to Vietnam.
UKTI in Vietnam can give you further
details: www.gov.uk/government/world/
organisations/uk-trade-investmentvietnam.

Postal parcel/express mail service:
The Vietnamese postal service provider
is VNPT– www.vnpt.com.vn
(Source – UKTI)

Due diligence

Carrying out due diligence at the
beginning of any venture, can help to
avoid encountering many of the problems
that foreign companies have faced when
doing business in Vietnam.

There are different levels of due diligence,
appropriate for different situations. If your
single interest is in exporting, the most
reliable proof of a Vietnamese company’s
ability to pay is a letter of credit from the

bank. If a company can produce this, you
do not need to check its financial standing
as the bank will have already done this.

Another simple form of due diligence is to
obtain a copy of a company’s business
licence. This will tell you:

•

the legal representative of the company

•

the amount of registered capital,
which is also its limited liability

•

•
•
•

the name and address of the company

the type of company
the business scope

the date the company was established
and the period covered by the licence

You should check that the information
contained in the business licence matches
what you already know and, if it there are
any discrepancies, find out why. If you
want to verify the information externally,
seek the advice of lawyers, advisory firms
or consultants who can carry out due
diligence on your behalf. You will have
more security if you know who the legally
responsible person is, so find out who you
are dealing with.
You will need to carry out further research
if you wish to establish a business
relationship that goes beyond exporting.
Company accounts may not necessarily
be accurate; therefore it is not enough to
simply obtain a copy of them.
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It is unlikely that most accounts in Vietnam
will be audited to the standards routinely
expected in the UK, and companies may
have different sets of accounts for different
audiences, so it is advisable to use such
data in conjunction with information
obtained from elsewhere.

Good-quality consultancy and assistance
is available from resident firms in Vietnam
and in the UK. These companies can carry
out operational, financial, legal and technical
due diligence checks, typically by looking
at the actual operation of the business,
and building up a more accurate picture
by carefully interviewing people who work
in and with the firm. UKTI has lists of
consultancies based in the UK and
Vietnam that can provide due diligence
checks on Vietnamese companies.

(Source – UKTI)

Exchange controls

Strict controls on foreign exchange
transactions are imposed by the State
Bank of Vietnam (SBV).

Foreign currency convertibility rights
must be obtained from SBV as soon as
possible. Convertibility rights are normally
part of the investment licence so are given
to companies operating in specific import
substitute and other ‘important’ industries.
Convertibility rights don’t guarantee
availability of foreign exchange.
Foreign currency is only allowed out of
Vietnam when:

•

needed for payment for goods and
services by an importer with an import
license and other supporting import

•
•
•

documents (i.e. purchase contract,
invoice, customs declaration form etc.)

remittance of dividends has been
cleared by Vietnamese tax authorities
repaying foreign loans and interest

paying salaries, bonuses and
allowances to expatriate employees

(Source – UKTI)

Duties, taxes and customs

There is a double taxation agreement
between Vietnam and the UK.
For more information visit: www.gov.uk/
government/publications/vietnam-taxtreaties-in-force

The General Department of Taxation in
Vietnam takes responsibility for tax affairs.
Visit: www.gdt.gov.vn
Corporate Income Tax (CIT)
Under Corporate Income Tax (CIT) Law,
businesses are subject to tax rates. The
standard CIT rate is 22% and from 2016
will be reduced to 20%. Operations in
some sectors are subject to higher rates.
There are tax incentives for companies
investing in specific locations, certain
priority sectors and/or large projects.

Value Added Tax (VAT)
VAT applies on the duty paid value of
imported goods. The importer must pay
VAT to customs authorities at the same
time they pay import duties. Different rates
of VAT are applied to different goods and
services. Generally, the rate is up to 10%.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Other taxes and fees
Special Sales Tax (SST) is applied to the
production and import of certain commodities
including cigarettes, alcohol, most vehicles,
golf clubs, and gambling-related services
such as casinos and lotteries etc.

Other taxes and fees include:

•

•

•

(Source – UKTI)

Employing staff

foreign contractor tax

natural resources tax

environment protection tax

Customs
Vietnam’s General Department of Customs
has responsibility for customs matters and
provides information on tariffs.

Import duties are subject to frequent
changes. Rates are applied according to
different trade agreements. Contact the
UKTI team in Vietnam to find out the rates
applicable to your products and services.

Vietnam maintains a price reference
database to avoid under-invoicing. This
can impact customs valuation. More
information on the reference price list can
be found in Decision No.1114/QĐ-TCHQ
dated 10 April 2014. There is no free
English version available. Companies
can look up their products by the 4 initial
numbers of their Harmonised System (HS)
codes. You can find more about import
tariffs in the Market Access Database:
www.madb.europa.eu/madb/indexPubli.htm

(Source – UKTI)

Certification, standards and
documentation

Contact the UKTI team in Vietnam for
information on customs procedures:
www.gov.uk/government/world/
organisations/uk-trade-investmentvietnam#contact-us

Documentation
Your local representative can assist with
the documentation needed to import your
goods into Vietnam. Vietnam’s General
Department of Customs provides a
comprehensive list of documents:
www.customs.gov.vn/ home.aspx?
language=en

Vietnam has a young, plentiful and
well-educated labour force, with the
average age of citizens being just 30.

Since admittance to the World Trade
Organization (WTO), the need for more
skilled workers is greater than ever,
although average wages in Vietnam are
still lower than in neighbouring countries
such as Thailand and China. Remuneration
packages are likely to rise over time due
to competition.

Employing foreign workers
There is an entitlement for employers to
recruit foreign workers for jobs that require
specialist expertise which cannot be
fulfilled by Vietnamese workers. However,
the employer must have a programme of
training in place to enable a Vietnamese
national to take over the job and replace
the foreign worker at a point in the future.
A work permit must be obtained by foreign
workers from the local Labour Department.
Permits can take a while to arrange, so
ensure you allow ample time. There are
certain circumstances in which foreigners
do not have to apply for a work permit,
such as when they are providing short-term
technical assistance, but companies
are advised to check this as other
documentation may be required.
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Recruitment channels
Employers have the right to recruit labour
directly or through employment service
agencies. Companies must enter into
labour contracts with employees, either
for a definite or an indefinite term; however,
definite term contracts can only be renewed
three times before automatically becoming
indefinite term.
There are several channels for recruiting
staff in Vietnam, with web-based recruitment
channels becoming increasingly popular,
particularly for recruiting office staff:
•

•

•

•
•

Online: Job online services such as:
www.vietnamworks.com

Classified adverts (in French): classified
ads for jobs (in French) are available
from local Vietnamese daily newspaper
Le Courrier du Vietnam and in
Vietnamese from Nhan Dan
(Communist Party daily) and Quan Doi
Nhan Dan (Vietnam People’s Army
daily)
Classified adverts: classified ads for
jobs in English are available from
the Vietnam Economic Times and
Viet Nam News (state-run English
language daily)

Trade journals for key industry sectors:
talk to UKTI Vietnam for more
information.
Recruitment services companies:
there are several experienced domestic
and international recruitment services
operating in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh
City.

(Source – UKTI)

Recruitment process
When recruiting in Vietnam, be certain to
follow all the normal steps that you would
do if recruiting in the UK. Employers and
employees may agree a probationary period
not exceeding 60 days for work requiring
specialist skills, or 30 days for all other
work. You must pay a probationary
employee at least 70% of the normal
wage for that job.

Carry out due diligence: this includes
conducting personal background checks
and checking all references before offering
the position.
Offer appropriate remuneration
You will need to provide sufficient
remuneration to ensure that you recruit
and retain the best employees. For
example, currently the average wage for
a mid-level manager in an office ranges
from USD $800 to USD $1,200 per month
in major cities like Ho Chi Minh City.
Wages are rising in Vietnam; it is therefore
advisable to consult UKTI in Vietnam
for the most up-to-date wage figures.

The Vietnamese Prime Minister, Mr
Nguyen Tan Dung, decreed a minimum
salary increase for workers employed in
foreign-invested enterprises (FIEs) across
Vietnam. The decree raised minimum
salaries for unskilled and manual labourers
in FIEs across all three labour zones.
Salaries have gone up from USD $45 to
USD $55 monthly in urban Hanoi and Ho
Chi Minh City, from USD $40 to USD $50
in suburbs of those cities and within many
of Vietnam’s major cities and ports, and
from USD $35 to USD $45 in all other
areas. Again, talk to UKTI representatives
in Vietnam for advice on specific positions
and locations.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Overseas training and career progression
Offering employees the opportunity to train
overseas is also very attractive on many
levels, although make sure that in return
for providing such training employees
make a commitment to stay with your
company for a specified period of time.
Having a clearly defined career progression
route is an attractive benefit that will help
to recruit and retain staff. Vietnam does not
have professional qualifications akin to UK
National Vocational Qualifications, although
some foreign firms offer international
qualifications such as ACCA, ICAEW,
City & Guilds or CIMA.

A word of caution
Smaller companies setting up an office
in Vietnam may just employ one person
to deal with all aspects of running the
company. Although this maybe convenient
and cost-effective, it may not be the most
advisable way to run your operation. If
your employee is not familiar with the rules
and regulations pertaining to running an
international office or business in Vietnam,
then you may soon have to deal with
issues of non-compliance, which could
prove very costly. Moreover, it is obviously
very risky having one person in control
of all financial and legal aspects of the
business.
Social security
This is quite complex and businesses
should double check the latest rate but,
as a guide, rates are shown below.

Employer
Social Insurance:

Health Insurance:

Unemployment Insurance:

Employee
18%
3%

1%

8%

1.5%
1%

(not applicable to expat employees)

(compulsory to expat employees)

(not applicable to expat employees)

The current minimum salary and maximum salary for each type of insurance contribution
is as follows:
Social Insurance:

Min salary VND 3,100,000, max VND 23,000,000

Unemployment Insurance:

Min salary VND 3,100,000, max VND 62,000,000

Health Insurance:

Min salary N/A, max VND 23,000,000
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Working hours
Working hours in Vietnam vary, but retail
businesses generally open from about
8am until 9pm or 10pm, seven days a
week. Offices open from about 8am until
5pm with an hour for lunch on weekdays.
Banks are open from 7:30am or 8am to
11am and then from 1pm to 5pm on
weekdays, although some banks, such
as HSBC, do not close for lunch.
Public holidays

•

•
•
•
•

•

1st January New Year’s Day (one-day
holiday)
30th April Reunification Day (one-day
holiday)

1st May Labour Day (one-day holiday)

2nd September National Day of the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam (one-day
holiday)
Vietnam Traditional Lunar New Year
Festival – Tet Nguyen Dan: (four-day
holiday). Tet usually falls between
mid-January to mid-February, according
to the lunar calendar. The holiday
begins on the last day of the last lunar
month and lasts through the first three
days of the Lunar New Year However,
be aware that businesses and
government departments tend to close
for longer than the statutory four days
and, even though officially open, many
businesses do not operate at full
capacity for a week either side of Tet.
This is not a good time to visit Vietnam
for business purposes.
King Hung’s Anniversary – the 10th
day of the third lunar month

(Source – UKTI)

Getting paid

Payment of exports to Vietnam
A popular payment method for the import
of goods is by a letter of credit. A word of
caution however, Vietnamese banks do
not always accept that a letter of credit
constitutes an irrevocable commitment on
their part. Therefore, exporters should seek
a letter of credit opened by a foreign bank
with a branch in Vietnam. Arrangements
can sometimes be made between the
beneficiary overseas and their banks
(“silent confirmations”) at a cost.

Exchange controls
Strict controls on foreign exchange
transactions are imposed by the State
Bank of Vietnam (SBV). State-owned
enterprises and Vietnamese private
companies are permitted to buy foreign
currency from commercial banks, but
foreign-invested enterprises are required
to obtain convertibility rights from SBV.

Convertibility rights are generally given to
companies operating in specific import
substitutes and other “important” industries
and are normally included in the investment
licence. Please be aware that having a
convertibility right does not guarantee
availability. Remittance of foreign currency
out of Vietnam is only allowed under the
following circumstances:
•

•

Payment for goods and services,
subject to the importer having an
import licence, as well as other
supporting import documents
(i.e. purchase contract, invoice,
customs declaration form, etc).

Remittance of dividends, subject
to clearance from Vietnamese tax
authorities.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

•

Repayment of foreign currency loans.

In summary, companies are advised to
obtain import licences and convertibility
rights as soon as possible. You should
always consult with your bank and/or your
legal representatives in country who will be
able to provide further information on
getting paid in Vietnam.
(Source – UKTI)

Banking
The State Bank of Vietnam, formerly the
National Bank of Vietnam, was reorganised
in 1976 to become the country’s central
bank. As well as commercial bank duties,
it has national financial responsibilities.
The Foreign Trade Bank oversees every
area of foreign payments. The Bank for
Agricultural Development is able to provide
loans towards agriculture and fishing.

Vietnam’s banks suffer from low public
confidence, regulatory and managerial
weakness and the absence of international
auditing. Since 1992 Vietnam’s banking
system has consisted of a combination
of state-owned, joint-stock, joint-venture,
and foreign banks, but the state-owned
commercial banks predominate.
HSBC, Standard Chartered and Prudential
are all British companies that are already
active in the Vietnamese market, but overall
a more expeditious rate of implementing
WTO commitments would be beneficial in
this sector.

Bank opening hours: Mon-Fri from 7:30am
or 8am to 11:30am and from 1pm to 4pm.
Closed Saturday and Sunday.

Currency information: Dông (VND; symbol
₫). Notes are in denominations of 500,000,
200,000, 100,000, 50,000, 20,000, 10,000,
5,000, 2,000, 1,000 and 500. Coins are in
denominations of 5,000, 2,000, 1,000, 500
and 200 but in reality coins are not used.

Currency restrictions: Import and export
of local currency is limited to VND
15,000,000. Import and export of foreign
currency over USD $7,000 should be
declared at customs.
Travellers cheques: These are NOT
recommended.

ATMs: There is no problem in accessing
ATM’s in Hanoi and HCMC.
(Source – UKTI)

Establishing a permanent presence

There are multiple benefits to having an
in-market presence in Vietnam. These
benefits include cutting out the “middleman”, showing your commitment, providing
direct access to the end customer/supplier,
enabling trade in the local currency, giving
direct control over corporate strategy and
activities, making the conduct of business
transactions much easier, and relevant for
some sectors and activities; fulfilling a legal
requirement to have a permanent presence.

Standards and technical regulation
Vietnam has its own sets of standards and
technical regulations (including labelling),
which are in line with international ones.
However, exemption/simplification only
applies where there is a mutual agreement
with the other country.
You must make sure that you have
obtained necessary technical licences
(if any) before exporting. The licencing
process could take you some time.

The Information Centre of the Directorate
for Standards and Quality (ISMQ) has
responsibility for Vietnam’s standards
system. Visit: www.arc.ismq.org.vn/en/

(Source – UKTI)
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NashTech is a global leader in IT Outsourcing, Software Development, IT Infrastructure
Management and Business Process Outsourcing. With 4,800 staff, we provide consultancy
services and offshore services to a wide range of clients. We work from centres in the UK,
Germany, USA and Vietnam. NashTech is an expert in the delivery of technology services.
Our approach integrates Project Management with Onshore Project Execution that delivers
the right technology solutions to support client needs.
We offer a range of flexible solutions
configured to help clients:
•
•
•
•

Achieve technology goals
Enhance efficiency
Drive innovation
Improve business performance

As part of Harvey Nash Group, NashTech
has resources on the ground in countries
all around the world. We go where
our clients go, ensuring they have the
technology services they need to
support business growth.
WHY NASHTECH?
NashTech is a truly unique outsourcing
company that can offer you:
•

•

Access to the largest development
centres in Vietnam with the peace of
mind of commercially contracting
with a trusted, well-respected UK
PLC, all subject to UK Law,
Corporate Governance and
Intellectual Property Rights Protection
UK led engagements. Using UK
based Project Managers, Business
Analysts and Technical Architects
NashTech stays close to clients,
providing strong project governance
& risk management, clearer
communication and improved
requirements capture & clarification

•

•

The lowest staff attrition rates in
the industry (<10%), which allows
NashTech to grow a culture of
continual personal and business
improvement

An engaging and entrepreneurial
spirit, helping clients improve
business not just their IT capability

NASHTECH IN VIETNAM
Trust and Transparency

At NashTech we are not afraid to open
our doors to you and shine a light on our
offshore operations. You can meet the
team that will develop your solutions,
ask questions and see first-hand the
opportunities open to you.
World Class Facilities

The strength and coverage of our
customer facing operation across the
UK, Europe and the USA are key reasons
for entrusting your IT project’s on-time
delivery and success to us. Equally
important are our uniquely developed
relationships in Vietnam and its rapidly
expanding capabilities as an offshore
service provider. Vietnam’s well educated,
well trained and highly motivated
workforce, secure and sophisticated
infrastructure and high levels of inward
investment ensure that our software

development and outsourcing services
and your project enjoy significant cost
savings without compromising quality.

NashTech is now the largest software
development business in the region.
To accommodate the growing demand
for our services, the business operates
two centres, one in Hanoi and the other
in Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon).
Hanoi

Our Hanoi office occupies eight storeys
in a modern air-conditioned office block.
The building can be independent of
external power, with full onsite backup
installed. Local and international voice
and data communications is enabled
with high-speed communications and
broadband. The international airport
and a rail link are within easy reach and
Hanoi has an abundance of high quality
hotels.
Ho Chi Minh City

Ho Chi Minh City has space for over
1,200 staff and is located at the city’s
E-town campus. E-town was the first
business park development in Vietnam
designed specifically for the IT industry.
The office is situated within 10 minutes
of the airport. High performance
communications are supported with
sophisticated security systems.
The building’s entire 14 floors are fed
with a Gigabit Internet backbone.

Lines are leased from multiple ISPs, and
power continuity and quality is protected
by an uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) system which means we can
work without threat of power failure or
Internet disruptions.
We have helped numerous international
companies with their IT needs over the
years. Get in touch today to see how
we can help add value to your business.
CONTACT INFORMATION:

NashTech UK – London
110 Bishopsgate
London
EC2N 4AY
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7333 8778
Email: info@nashtechglobal.com

NashTech Vietnam - Hanoi
6th Floor HITC Building
239 Xuan Thuy Road
Cau Giay District
Hanoi, Vietnam
Telephone: +84 (0)4 3834 2050
Email: info@nashtechglobal.com

NashTech Vietnam – Ho Chi Minh City
364 Cong Hoa Street
Tan Binh District
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Telephone: +84 (0)8 3810 6200
Email: info@nashtechglobal.com
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Meetings are considered an integral component of the business
process in Vietnam, and Vietnamese business people prefer to
meet prospective business partners face-to-face.
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Business etiquette, language and culture
Meetings

Meetings are considered an integral
component of the business process in
Vietnam, and Vietnamese business people
prefer to meet prospective business
partners face-to-face. Unlike their Western
counterparts, the Vietnamese are less
dependent on emails, and it is uncommon
for Vietnamese businesspeople to commit
to appointments well in advance. It is not
unusual for high-ranking officials not to
confirm their attendance to a meeting until
only one or two days prior to it, or even
on the day itself.

You should allow plenty of time for meetings,
as they will inevitably run over. It is advisable
to spend time on introductions and small
talk, especially on topics such as family
and sport (for example, the English
Premier League). This will help your
Vietnamese counterpart to relax and
increase their confidence in you. Please
note that loud voices or excessive hand
gestures may be perceived as rude.
There are some cultural differences that
you should familiarise yourself with when
doing business in Vietnam. For example,
you should note that smiles and nods
do not necessarily mean ‘yes’ to your
proposal.
Attire

A shirt and tie is acceptable business wear
“everyday” meetings. You may wish to
wear a jacket for more formal events.
Women tend to wear formal business
attire which covers the shoulders.

Hierarchy
Business organisations in Vietnam tend to
be hierarchical. Decisions and ideas come
from the top and typically, decision-making
is influenced by the eldest person. Respect
to senior individuals is paramount in
Vietnamese culture, whether by age, job
position or level of education. Subsequently,
it is usually the eldest member of the group
who enters the room first, when engaging
in business meetings.
Titles

Status is also very important to Vietnamese
people, and they expect respect to be
given to supervisors and work colleagues.
Titles are perceived as very important, and
status is gained with age and education.
You should use the correct form of address
when meeting potential business partners
– Vietnamese names start with the surname
followed by the middle name and lastly the
first name, e.g. Mr Nguyen Nam Thuy
would be Mr Thuy. When referring to one
another, Vietnamese people will use the
appropriate title followed by the first name,
not the surname.
Women in business

Stereotypically, the Vietnamese business
world is dominated by men. Although
things are now starting to change and
progress, the majority of local women
working in Vietnam take on administrative
roles, such as assistants or secretaries.
Men in Vietnam are accustomed to
working with foreign women in more
senior roles in a business context and
will treat them equally.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Punctuality

When attending meetings, be sure to
arrive at the agreed time, as being late
is regarded as impolite. If for any reason
you happen to be running late, it is wise to
inform your host as soon as possible.

Business cards

Although many people in Vietnam speak
English, it is recommended that you have
your business cards printed in both English
and Vietnamese. When offering your card
for the first time, give it using both hands,
with the Vietnamese side facing upwards.
Negotiations

Negotiations in Vietnam can be protracted
as there is often a lot to go through. Do not
be put off if there are long periods of silence
during negotiations as Vietnamese people
tend to wait a while before responding.
Be aware, however, that if there is a
disagreement your Vietnamese counterparts
may remain silent in order to save face.
You should immediately follow up in writing
any agreement that may have been
reached, to ensure there have not been
any misunderstandings.
Handshakes

Initial introductions in Vietnamese business
are formal. A handshake, while maintaining
direct eye contact is the normal greeting
and should also be exchanged upon
leaving. Handshakes usually take place
only between members of the same sex.
Occasionally, a slight bow will accompany
the handshake.

Body language

Some simple body language tips to
remember are to avoid standing with your
hands on your hips or with your arms
crossed, and do not use your finger to
point; instead use your whole hand.

Gift giving

A common practice in Vietnam is giving
gifts. The gifts are simply a token of
appreciation, and it is not necessary for the
gifts to be expensive, although the gesture
will be well-received. Popular gifts include
fruit and flowers.

Formality

Business relationships in Vietnam are
relatively formal and tend to take time to
develop. You will need to spend time getting
to know your Vietnamese counterparts
before conducting business as they tend
to be suspicious of those they don’t know
well.
Respect for your host

Avoid publicly criticising others as this
would cause the loss of face for both parties.
Vietnamese are status-conscious and
appreciate the value of a good reputation.
As a mark of respect, you should accept
any food or drink that is offered to you.

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Religion

The national religion of Vietnam is
Buddhism. Religious activities are tolerated
in Vietnam so long as they do not interfere
with the Government’s political agenda.
Traditionally, the Vietnamese claim to be
Buddhists of the Mahayana variety
(Theravada in the South). However, the
major religion is a mixture of Confucianism,
Taoism and the Mahayana Buddhism, with
elements of ancient animistic beliefs.
Catholic cathedrals in major city centres
hold a dual language mass once a week.
Those following Protestant, Hindu and
Muslim faiths will find places of worship in
cities like Ho Chi Minh City.
Cultural considerations

There are a number of key cultural
differences between Vietnam and the
UK that you should bear in mind when
conducting business there. As a whole,
Vietnam is a collectivist society, where the
needs of the group are often placed over
the individual. Family and community
concerns will almost always come before
business or individual needs.

The idea of saving face is another important
concept in Vietnamese society. To prevent
loss of face Vietnamese people will avoid
confrontation or will tell others what they
want to hear rather than tackling issues
head on. People can lose face by criticising
someone in public or not staying true to
their promises, so it is important to act with
integrity when doing business in Vietnam
and not to criticise your competitors.

Human rights

Vietnam has ratified the core conventions
of the ILO: ILO100 - Equal Remuneration
for Work of Equal Value, ILO111 Discrimination in Employment and
Occupation, ILO138 - Minimum Age for
Employment and ILO182 - Worst Forms
of Child Labour Convention.

The right to freedom of association and to
collective bargaining remains restricted in
Vietnam. Vietnamese workers are not free
to join or form independent unions and all
unions must be affiliated with the Vietnam
General Confederation of Labour (VGCL).
This, and the failure of dispute settlement
mechanisms to provide an effective channel
to redress grievances, has led to an
increasing number of wildcat strikes
involving non-union members.

In June 2012 the Vietnamese National
Assembly approved a revision of the
Labour Code which included a number of
important provisions including: extending
maternity leave to six months, setting out
the requirement for a minimum wage,
preventing employees from working more
than 50% over their official working hours
in a day, reducing the maximum term of
work permits for foreign nationals working
in Vietnam from three years to two years
and removing the work permit exemption
rule for foreign workers coming to Vietnam
to work for less than three months.

(Source – UKTI)

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App
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At the same time the National Assembly
also passed an amended version of the
Law on Trade Unions, which defines the
responsibilities of officially recognised
trade unions to protect workers’ legitimate
rights. The amended law did not remove
the requirement for all trade unions to be
officially affiliated to the Vietnam General
Confederation of Labour (VGCL) nor the
restriction on foreign workers from joining
unions.

The Enterprise Law and Social Insurance
laws were revised and approved by the
National Assembly in July 2015.

For more information on human rights
issues in Vietnam see the FCO’s Annual
Human Rights and Democracy report:
www.gov.uk/government/publications
(Source – www.gov.uk/government/
publications/overseas-business-riskvietnam/overseas-business-risk-vietnam)
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The continuous development from a low-cost labour economy
to a higher value, high-quality enterprise marketplace has
contributed to the forecast that Vietnam will be among the top
10 fastest-growing economies in the world, within the next few
decades.
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What are the challenges?
Overview

Vietnam is 90th in the World Bank’s
Ease of Doing Business ranking
(out of 189 economies).
Visit: www.doingbusiness.org/data/
exploreeconomies/vietnam

The main challenges of doing business
in Vietnam are:
•

inadequate infrastructure

•

lack of skills

•
•
•
•
•

corruption

bureaucracy

grey areas of Vietnamese law

lack of Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) enforcement

language barrier means translators
and interpreters often needed

Transparency International rated Vietnam
112th out of 168 in its Corruption Perceptions
Index for 2015:
www.transparency.org/cpi2015
Although the business climate in Vietnam
is improving all the time, obstacles still
remain. The challenges faced by overseas
companies include:
•
•

•
•
•

tax burden

an opaque legal framework and the
slowness of Vietnam’s judicial system

poor infrastructure

UKTI can offer advice on overcoming
these challenges and provide up-to-date
information about developments in the
marketplace.

You should ensure you take the necessary
steps to comply with the requirements of
the UK Bribery Act.

Read the Overseas Business Risk report
for Vietnam: www.gov.uk/government/
publications/overseas-business-riskvietnam
Legal considerations

As a result of entering into numerous
international free trade agreements, Vietnam
has reformed domestic legislation, although
there are still inconsistencies.
Contact the UKTI team in Vietnam to help
find tax and legal advisers before entering
into agreements: www.gov.uk/government/
world/organisations/uk-trade-investmentvietnam#contact-us

corruption and bureaucracy

shipping and customs tax issues

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)

Vietnam has the regulations in place to
protect IPR, the enforcement is weak,
however. You must take the necessary
measures to protect your IP before
exporting. If faced with infringement, you
must work with the relevant inspectorates
in various ministries. The National Office of
Intellectual Property of Vietnam (NoIP) has
responsibility for IPR registration:
www.noip.gov.vn/web/noip/home/en
Contact the UKTI team in Vietnam for help
in working with NoIP. You can also request
help from the ASEAN IPR SME Helpdesk:
www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu

The Intellectual Property Office (IPO) has
produced a guide to IP protection in
Vietnam. To download the guide visit:
www.gov.uk/government/publications/
intellectual-property-rights-in-vietnam

For information about intellectual property
rights talk to UKTI in Vietnam, or contact
NoIP:

National Office of Industrial Property
of Vietnam (NoIP)
384-386 Nguyen Trai Street
Thanh Xuan
Hanoi
Vietnam
Tel: + 84.4.8583069
Fax: + 84.4.8584002
Email: info@noipvietnam.com
Website: www.noipvietnam.com
(Source – UKTI)

IPR abuse remains a problem in Vietnam
and can be a deterrent to UK companies
wanting to do business in the country.
However, Vietnam is taking steps to address
the problem by enacting legislation that
protects intellectual property rights, including
copyright, industrial property and plant
varieties. The National Office of Industrial
Property of Vietnam (NoIP) is the authority
responsible for registering intellectual
property. Foreign firms that wish to register
their intellectual ownership need to file an
application via an authorised agent who
can transfer their application to NoIP.

www.Vietnam.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Bribery and corruption

Bribery is illegal. It is an offence for British
nationals or someone who is ordinarily
resident in the UK, a body incorporated in
the UK or a Scottish partnership, to bribe
anywhere in the world.

In addition, a commercial organisation
carrying on a business in the UK can be
liable for the conduct of a person who is
neither a UK national or resident in the UK
or a body incorporated or formed in the
UK. In this case it does not matter whether
the acts or omissions which form part of
the offence take place in the UK or
elsewhere.

Corrupt practices are widespread in
Vietnam, which has ranked consistently
low in Transparency International’s
Corruption Perceptions Index for several
years (112th out of 168 countries in 2015).
Corruption remains an issue in Vietnam.
Anyone doing business in the country is
likely to encounter, or hear of corruption
in one form or another. Practices such as
facilitation payments, bribes and giving
and receiving expensive gifts in order to
develop business relationships are still a
problem in certain places.

The Government has proclaimed its
commitment to anti-corruption and taken
a range of concrete actions, including
adopting and improving anti-corruption
laws, developing anti-corruption strategies,
strengthening relevant institutions and
ratifying the UN Convention Against
Corruption (UNCAC), but it has been
difficult to translate these policies into
effective practice.

Prevention and enforcement activity has
been weak. Against this, analytical tools
such as the UN’s Public Administration
Performance Index shows significant
variations in perceived levels of corruption.

Advice to companies encountering
corruption is simple – do not get involved.
Not only are there issues of business
integrity to bear in mind, but of course it is
also illegal. Invariably, corruption is related
to lack of professionalism and control, all of
which are damaging to long-term business.
A range of foreign companies have
managed to do business successfully in
Vietnam while staying clean – this often
involves making clear from the outset that
they have zero tolerance for corruption.

Support and advice is available if you
need. The business community in Vietnam
has started to take initiatives to promote
clean business in Vietnam – under which
foreign companies share best practice with
others and Vietnamese partners in the
value chain so that they all operate in
line with international standards. The
Governance and Integrity Working Group
(GIWG) of the Vietnam Business Forum
(VBF), a platform for high-level dialogue
between the Vietnamese government and
the business community, is now leading on
business integrity agenda in Vietnam with
the UK support. British Business Group
Vietnam plays an active role in this
process.

(Source – www.gov.uk/government/
publications/overseas-business-riskvietnam/overseas-business-risk-vietnam)
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education
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needs
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from International
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Our main aim is to help you
achieve your export and
international trade goals.
If you do well, we do well.

Join us today
Call: +44(0)1733 404 400
email:

institute@export.org.uk
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The Institute of Export
Export House
Minerva Business Park
Lynch Wood
Peterborough
PE2 6FT, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1733 404400
Website: www.export.org.uk
•

UK Export Finance is the UK’s export
credit agency, serving UK companies of
all sizes. We help by providing insurance
to exporters and guarantees to banks to
share the risks of providing export finance.
In addition, we can make loans to
overseas buyers of goods and services
from the UK.
In the past five years, we have provided:

•

£14 billion worth of support for UK
exports;

•

direct support for more than 300
customers supported directly, with
many thousands more benefiting
through export supply chains;

nearly 2000 individual guarantees,
loans or insurance policies.

UK Export Finance is the operating name of
the Export Credits Guarantee Department
(ECGD).

For more information and to arrange a free
consultation with an Export Finance Adviser,
visit: gov.uk/making-exports-happen
New business enquiries:
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7271 8010
Email: customer.service@ukef.gsi.gov.uk

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

UKTI Enquiry Service

Tel: +44 (0)20 7215 8000
Fax: +44 (0)141 228 3693

Contact the UKTI team in Vietnam for more information and advice on opportunities for doing
business in Vietnam.
If you have a specific enquiry about the Vietnamese market which is not answered by the
information on this report, you may contact:Email: enquiries@ukti.gsi.gov.uk

You will be signposted to the appropriate section on our website, or transferred at local call
rate directly to the British Embassy, which has its headquarters in Ho Chi Minh City.
Otherwise contact the team in Vietnam directly:
UKTI Vietnam – Hanoi
UKTI British Embassy, Hanoi
4th Floor, Central Building
31 Hai Ba Trung Street
Hoan Kiem District,
Hanoi,
Vietnam
Tel: +84 4 3936 0500
Email: behanoi@hn.vnn.vn

Ho Chi Minh City UKTI
British Consulate General
25 Le Duan Street
District 1, HCMC,
Vietnam
Tel: +84 8 38298433
Email: bcghcmc@hcm.vnn.v
(Source – UKTI)
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Useful Links

Country Information:

BBC Website:
www.news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/country
_profiles/default.stm

FCO Country Profile:
www.fco.gov.uk/en/travel-and-livingabroad/travel-advice-by-country/countryprofile/

Culture and communications:

CILT – National Centre for Languages Regional Language Network in your area:
www.cilt.org.uk/workplace/employer_
support/in_your_area.aspx
Kwintessential culture guides:
www.kwintessential.co.uk

Customs & Regulations:

HM Revenue & Customs:
www.hmrc.gov.uk
Economic Information:

The Economist:
www.economist.com/countries
Trading Economics:
www.tradingeconomics.com
Export Control:

Export Control Organisation:
www.gov.uk/beginners-guide-to-exportcontrols

Export Finance and Insurance:

UK Export Finance (formerly ECGD):
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-export-finance
Intellectual Property:

Intellectual Property Office:
www.ipo.gov.uk
Market Access:

Market Access Database for Tariffs
(for non-EU markets only): www.madb.
europa.eu/madb/indexPubli.htm
Standard and Technical Regulations:

British Standards Institution (BSI):
www.bsigroup.com/en/sectorsandservices/Disciplines/ImportExport
National Physical Laboratory:
www.npl.co.uk
Intellectual Property:
www.ipo.gov.uk
Trade Statistics:

HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC):
www.uktradeinfo.com/statistics/buildyourowntables/pages/table.aspx
National Statistics Information:
www.statistics.gov.uk/hub/index.html

UK Trade Info:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App
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Additional Useful Links

Travel Advice:

FCO Travel:
www.gov.uk/browse/abroad

UK Trade & Investment:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment

Healthcare abroad:

Travel health:
www.travelhealth.co.uk

Foreign & Commonwealth Office:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/for
eign-commonwealth-office

Gov.uk:
www.gov.uk/browse/business/
imports-exports

Trade Tariff:
www.gov.uk/trade-tariff

International Trade:

OECD: www.oecd-ilibrary.org

Overseas business risk:
www.gov.uk/government/collections/
overseas-business-risk
Transparency International:
www.transparency.org

World Bank Group economy rankings:
www.doingbusiness.org/rankings
World Economic Forum Global
Competitiveness report:
www.weforum.org/reports/globalcompetitiveness-report-2014-2015

UK Trade & Investment:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment

British Council:
www.britishcouncil.org

British Chambers of Commerce:
www.britishchambers.org.uk
IoD (Institute of Directors):
www.iod.com

CBI (Confederation of British Industry):
www.cbi.org.uk
Institute of Export (IOE):
www.export.org.uk

British Expertise:
www.britishexpertise.org

Department for Business, Innovation
& Skills (BIS):
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/
department-for-business-innovation-skills
UKTI e-exporting programme:
www.gov.uk/e-exporting

www.Vietnam .DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Trade Shows

A trade show is a method of promoting a
business through the exhibition of goods
and services, an organised exhibition of
products, based on a central theme,
where manufacturers meet to show their
products to potential buyers.
Taking part in overseas exhibitions is
an effective way for you to test markets,
attract customers, appoint agents or
distributors and make sales. UKTI's
Tradeshow Access Programme (TAP)
provides grant support for eligible SME
firms to attend trade shows overseas.

Participation is usually as part of a group,
a great advantage for inexperienced
businesses, and is usually led by one
of UKTI's Accredited Trade Association
(ATOs). ATOs work with UKTI to raise the
profile of UK groups and sectors at key
exhibitions.

10 Times (formerly BizTradeShows.com):
www.10times.com/unitedarabemirates
British Expertise Events:
www.britishexpertise.org

EventsEye.com online database:
www.eventseye.com

UKTI online events search facility:
www.events.ukti.gov.uk

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App
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Disclaimer
Whereas every effort has been made to
ensure that the information given in this
guide is accurate, neither the Institute of
Export (IOE), British Business Group
Vietnam (BBGV), International Market
Advisor (IMA), eRegulations Vietnam,
UK Export Finance (UKEF), The British
Embassy in Hanoi or UK Trade &
Investment (UKTI), accept liability for any
errors, omissions or misleading statements
and no warranty is given or responsibility
accepted as to the standing of any individual,
firm, company or other organisation
mentioned.

The purpose of this Doing Business Guide,
prepared by International Market Advisor
(IMA) and produced by the Institute of
Export (IOE), is to provide information to
help recipients form their own judgments
about making business decisions as to
whether to invest or operate in a particular
country. The report's contents were believed
(at the time that the report was prepared)
to be reliable, but no representations or
warranties, express or implied, are made
or given by the Institute of Export (IOE),
British Business Group Vietnam (BBGV),
International Market Advisor (IMA),
eRegulations Vietnam, UK Export Finance
(UKEF), The British Embassy in Hanoi or
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI), as to the
accuracy of the report, its completeness or
its suitability for any purpose. In particular,
none of the report's contents should be
construed as advice or solicitation to
purchase or sell securities, commodities
or any other form of financial instrument.

No liability is accepted by the Institute
of Export (IOE), British Business Group
Vietnam (BBGV), International Market
Advisor (IMA), eRegulations Vietnam,
UK Export Finance (UKEF), The British
Embassy in Hanoi or UK Trade &
Investment (UKTI), for any loss or damage
(whether consequential or otherwise) which
may arise out of or in connection with the
report. No warranty is given, or responsibility
accepted as to the standing of any individual,
firm, company or other organisation
mentioned.

Contains public sector information licensed
under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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